Influence of lipophilic groups in cationic alpha-helical peptides on their abilities to bind with DNA and deliver genes into cells.
For the purpose of achieving gene transfer into cells mediated by peptides with a short chain length, we employed two kinds of amphiphilic alpha-helix peptides, mastoparan (INLK-ALAA-LAKK-IL-NH2) obtained from wasp venom and an alpha-helix model peptide (LARL-LARL-LARL-NH2). Furthermore, to strengthen the hydrophobicity of the peptide required for the formation of the aggregates with the DNA, we modified these peptides using several lipophilic groups, i.e. acyl groups with a single chain, a dialkylcarbamoyl group and a cholesteryloxycarbonyl group. We examined the ability of the peptides and their derivatives to bind and aggregate with plasmid DNA, the structural change in the peptides caused by binding with the DNA and the in vitro gene transfer abilities into COS-7 cells. As a result, mastoparan was found to acquire the DNA binding ability by introduction of the lipophilic group. The conformational change in the peptides depended on the hydrophobicity of the introduced acyl group. The DNA complex of most lipophilic mastoparan derivatives could be incorporated into the cells via the endocytosis pathway. In the case of the helix model peptide, the acyl group with a moderate chain length was required for the formation of the aggregate which is competent for incorporation into the cells. In this study, we succeeded in giving such short peptides sufficient gene transfer ability by modifying them with some lipophilic groups. However, the influence of the modification by the lipophilic groups on the formation of aggregates with DNA and the gene transfer ability depended on the structure of the peptide portion. These results indicate that consideration of total hydrophobicity balance is needed for the design of an efficient gene carrier peptide.